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H -> W+W-

Due to the leptonic 
decays of the W-
bosons, no direct 
reconstruction of the 
Higgs invariant mass 
possible	


Large non-reducible 
backgrounds	


Need precise theory 
predictions to 
separate signal from 
backgrounds

2

A two-front war

•Two reasons for the dominance of theory uncertainties in Higgs analyses

Harlander, Kilgore ‘02; Anastasiou, Melnikov 
‘02; Ravindran, Smith van Neerven ‘03

Large fixed-order QCD corrections to 
Higgs production processes

Division into exclusive jet bins introduces large 
logarithms that must be resummed

•Progress on both fronts needed to improve Higgs-signal modeling 
for Run II of the LHC

4

Dominant background is from top pair 
production (except in the 0-jet bin)	


Single top contribution (mostly Wt) is also 
significant
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Reducing top quark 
contributions

To improve the significance of the signal, 
stringent cuts are applied to suppress top quark 
backgrounds	


Question: 
Does one-shell top production give a 
reasonable estimation of the top induced 
backgrounds under these stringent cuts 
that have been designed to remove top 
quark contributions?	


Important not only for Higgs production, but 
for any process for which top quarks are a 
background

3

pT(l1)>25 GeV  
pT(l2)>15 GeV  
|η(l)| < 2.4 
m(l+l-) > 10 GeV 
METrel > 30 GeV	


Jets are defined with 
anti-kT, ET >30 GeV, 
R = 0.5, |η(j)| < 4.7	


|Δ(φll)| < 1.8 
m(l+l-) < 50 GeV
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WbWb @ NLO

Need the full 2->6 process at NLO: pp -> e+νeµ-vµbb, including all 
double, single and non-resonant contributions and their 
interference	


Computed in the five flavour scheme by 2 groups about 4 years 
ago 
Denner et al. arXiv:1012.3975, Bevilacqua et al. arXiv:1012.4230 
and recently by a 3rd group: Heinrich et al. arXiv:1312.6659
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CERN-TH/2013-276

The top quark induced backgrounds to Higgs production in the WW (∗) → llνν decay
channel at NLO in QCD

R. Frederix1

1PH Department, TH Unit, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

We present the complete NLO contributions to the pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the four

flavour scheme, i.e. with massive b quarks, and its contribution to the H → WW (∗) → llνν mea-
surement in the 1-jet bin at the LHC. This background process includes top pair, single top and
non-top quark-resonant contributions. The uncertainty at NLO from renormalisation and factori-
sation scale dependence is about +30% −20%. We show that the NLO corrections are relatively
small, and that separating this background in top pair, Wt and b-quark associated llνν production
is a fair approximation.

After the Higgs boson discovery [1, 2] the next step is to
determine whether this boson is (solely) responsible for
the electroweak symmetry breaking and for generating
the masses of all the fundamental particles. The way
to tackle this is to extract the coupling constants of the
Higgs boson by measuring the Higgs boson cross sections
in as many production and decay modes as possible.

For the discovery of the Higgs boson the three most
important channels were the H → γγ, H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
and H → WW (∗) → llνν decay modes. Even though the
latter has the largest branching ratio, it has the smallest
contribution to the Higgs signal significance. This comes
as no surprise: due to the presence of two neutrinos in
the final state, the reconstruction of the Higgs signal in
the form of a narrow resonance peak over a flat back-
ground is not possible for this decay mode. This makes
the separation of the Higgs signal from (non) reducible
backgrounds much more complicated and precise predic-
tions for the backgrounds are needed to determine the
excess of events that can be attributed to the Higgs sig-
nal.

To increase the significance in the extraction of the
Higgs contribution for the H → WW (∗) → llνν channel,
the data is separated in jet bins by the CMS and ATLAS
experiments [3, 4]. In the 0-jet bin, the dominant back-
ground is the non-reducible pp → WW production. In
the 1-jet bin, where each event is required to have exactly
1 jet in association with the two charged leptons and the
missing ET , also the backgrounds from top quarks are
large; mostly top pair and Wt production. For a reli-
able simulation of these backgrounds, including next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD corrections in the calculation
is essential. In this letter, we present the top induced
background to Higgs production in the 1-jet bin, without
separating top pair and Wt production and thus keeping
all their interference effects. This requires the calculation
of the NLO corrections to the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄+X pro-
cess in the four-flavour (4F) scheme1, keeping the b quark

1 Results for this process have also recently been pre-

mass finite, which we present here for the first time.

The NLO corrections to the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄ + X
process in the five-flavour (5F) scheme are known [5–7].
In the 5F scheme the mass of the b quark is neglected,
which means that the above process is not finite in fixed-
order perturbation theory without requiring phase-space
cuts on the final state b jets. Therefore, such a calcu-
lation cannot be used to estimate the Wt and top pair
production processes and, moreover, it cannot be used
to estimate the top background in the 1-jet bin in the
H → WW (∗) → llνν measurement, where a veto on a
second jet is needed.

The calculation of the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄+X process in
the 4F scheme includes double top-quark resonant pro-
duction (“top pair production”), single top-quark reso-
nant contributions (“W boson associated single top pro-
duction”) as well as non top-quark resonant contributions
( “b-quark associated llνν production”). In Fig. 1 three
representative LO Feynman diagrams are shown for this
process. The calculation includes all the interference ef-
fects between the various contributions, as well as all off-
shell effects. In the 4F scheme the b quarks are treated
as massive particles, the running of the strong coupling
is performed with four flavours and a 4F PDF set should
be used. Keeping the b quark massive in the calculation
implies that even in the absence of any phase-space cuts,
the perturbative expansion yields finite results. For the
NLO computation presented here, the complete O(αs)
corrections have been included without resorting to any
approximations.
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sented by S. Kallweit at the RADCOR symposium, see
www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/RADCOR2013/.
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How large are the effects?
For most observables, the on-shell approximation works very well	


However, observables sensitive to the invariant top quark mass, show 
large corrections from LO -> NLO, as well as large differences with the 
on-shell approximation

5

by terms of O(�t/mt) for inclusive observables. Indeed, similar small-sized di↵er-
ences are observed for di↵erential observables either inclusive in, or insensitive to,
the invariant mass of the (W+, Jb)-system. As an illustrative example we present
in Figure 4 the transverse momentum distribution of the light jet, pT (Jlight). The
lower panel reveals that the NWA and ET NLO results di↵er by 1-2% in all bins
from the o↵-shell NLO results. In the upper panel it can be seen that both the
NWA and ET results are actually contained within the scale variation band of the
NLO o↵-shell result, indicating that for this observable the size of o↵-shell e↵ects
is smaller than the scale uncertainty.
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distribution for the reconstructed top quark, M(W+, Jb).

The picture changes for observables which are less inclusive in the invariant
mass of the reconstructed top quark (i.e., the (W+, Jb)-system), with the prime
example being of course the invariant mass itself, displayed in Figure 5. The first
feature one observes is that the NLO corrections are large, in particular below the
peak position. The origin of these is to a large extent the real corrections to the
top decay, confirmed by the fact that the NWA result mimics the shape of the
o↵-shell curve for M(W+, Jb) < mt. However, it is clear that the shapes of the
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Figure 16: Invariant-mass distribution of the top quark, Mt = Mνee+b, with standard cuts
for the LHC at

√
s = 8TeV for dynamical scale µ0 = ET/2.
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Figure 17: Invariant-mass distribution of positron–b-jet system with standard cuts for
the LHC at

√
s = 8TeV for dynamical scale µ0 = ET/2.
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Denner et al. arXiv: 1207.5018

ttbar single top (t-channel)
Papanastasiou et al. arXiv: 1305.7088
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Jet-veto

How about background to H->WW in the 1-jet bin?	


These existing calculations cannot be used: in the 5 FS the b 
quark mass is neglected, which means that one need at least 2 
b-jets to make the calculation finite.	


Need to do the same calculation with massive b quarks.  
I.e. a 4 flavour scheme calculation
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4 Flavour scheme

The b-quark mass will regulate the singularities, 
which means that one can apply a jet-veto without 
hitting divergences	


Also the complete Wt associated single top 
contributions are included in the calculation	


No separation between top pair and single top 
needed	


Also some overlap with the WW background, 
which complicates the situation
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channel at NLO in QCD

R. Frederix1

1PH Department, TH Unit, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

We present the complete NLO contributions to the pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the four

flavour scheme, i.e. with massive b quarks, and its contribution to the H → WW (∗) → llνν mea-
surement in the 1-jet bin at the LHC. This background process includes top pair, single top and
non-top quark-resonant contributions. The uncertainty at NLO from renormalisation and factori-
sation scale dependence is about +30% −20%. We show that the NLO corrections are relatively
small, and that separating this background in top pair, Wt and b-quark associated llνν production
is a fair approximation.

After the Higgs boson discovery [1, 2] the next step is to
determine whether this boson is (solely) responsible for
the electroweak symmetry breaking and for generating
the masses of all the fundamental particles. The way
to tackle this is to extract the coupling constants of the
Higgs boson by measuring the Higgs boson cross sections
in as many production and decay modes as possible.

For the discovery of the Higgs boson the three most
important channels were the H → γγ, H → ZZ(∗) → 4l
and H → WW (∗) → llνν decay modes. Even though the
latter has the largest branching ratio, it has the smallest
contribution to the Higgs signal significance. This comes
as no surprise: due to the presence of two neutrinos in
the final state, the reconstruction of the Higgs signal in
the form of a narrow resonance peak over a flat back-
ground is not possible for this decay mode. This makes
the separation of the Higgs signal from (non) reducible
backgrounds much more complicated and precise predic-
tions for the backgrounds are needed to determine the
excess of events that can be attributed to the Higgs sig-
nal.

To increase the significance in the extraction of the
Higgs contribution for the H → WW (∗) → llνν channel,
the data is separated in jet bins by the CMS and ATLAS
experiments [3, 4]. In the 0-jet bin, the dominant back-
ground is the non-reducible pp → WW production. In
the 1-jet bin, where each event is required to have exactly
1 jet in association with the two charged leptons and the
missing ET , also the backgrounds from top quarks are
large; mostly top pair and Wt production. For a reli-
able simulation of these backgrounds, including next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD corrections in the calculation
is essential. In this letter, we present the top induced
background to Higgs production in the 1-jet bin, without
separating top pair and Wt production and thus keeping
all their interference effects. This requires the calculation
of the NLO corrections to the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄+X pro-
cess in the four-flavour (4F) scheme1, keeping the b quark

1 Results for this process have also recently been pre-

mass finite, which we present here for the first time.

The NLO corrections to the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄ + X
process in the five-flavour (5F) scheme are known [5–7].
In the 5F scheme the mass of the b quark is neglected,
which means that the above process is not finite in fixed-
order perturbation theory without requiring phase-space
cuts on the final state b jets. Therefore, such a calcu-
lation cannot be used to estimate the Wt and top pair
production processes and, moreover, it cannot be used
to estimate the top background in the 1-jet bin in the
H → WW (∗) → llνν measurement, where a veto on a
second jet is needed.

The calculation of the pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄+X process in
the 4F scheme includes double top-quark resonant pro-
duction (“top pair production”), single top-quark reso-
nant contributions (“W boson associated single top pro-
duction”) as well as non top-quark resonant contributions
( “b-quark associated llνν production”). In Fig. 1 three
representative LO Feynman diagrams are shown for this
process. The calculation includes all the interference ef-
fects between the various contributions, as well as all off-
shell effects. In the 4F scheme the b quarks are treated
as massive particles, the running of the strong coupling
is performed with four flavours and a 4F PDF set should
be used. Keeping the b quark massive in the calculation
implies that even in the absence of any phase-space cuts,
the perturbative expansion yields finite results. For the
NLO computation presented here, the complete O(αs)
corrections have been included without resorting to any
approximations.
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sented by S. Kallweit at the RADCOR symposium, see
www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/RADCOR2013/.

A two-front war

•Two reasons for the dominance of theory uncertainties in Higgs analyses

Harlander, Kilgore ‘02; Anastasiou, Melnikov 
‘02; Ravindran, Smith van Neerven ‘03

Large fixed-order QCD corrections to 
Higgs production processes

Division into exclusive jet bins introduces large 
logarithms that must be resummed

•Progress on both fronts needed to improve Higgs-signal modeling 
for Run II of the LHC
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MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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Modular structure:	


Use MadGraph5 for LO and steering	


MadFKS for factoring out Infrared 
singularities	


MadLoop for the virtual corrections	


aMC@NLO for matching to the 
parton shower (not used for the results 
presented here) 

For NLO WbWb in the 4FS, there is an 
independent calculation by Cascioli et al. 
arXiv:1312.0546

MadGraph5

MadFKS

MadLoop

aMC@NLO

http://amcatnlo.cern.ch
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Validation

Exactly the same input parameters and cuts as Denner et al. arXiv:1207.5018	

Agreement for all rates and distributions within statistical uncertainties
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Figure 16: Invariant-mass distribution of the top quark, Mt = Mνee+b, with standard cuts
for the LHC at

√
s = 8TeV for dynamical scale µ0 = ET/2.
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FIG. 1: Representative LO diagrams for top pair (a), Wt
(b) and b-quark associated llνν (c) contributions to pp →
e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄+X production. Top quarks are denoted by dou-
ble fermion lines.

The calculation has been performed within the Mad-

Graph5_aMC@NLO framework [8]: the diagram gen-
eration is done by MadGraph [9], the one-loop correc-
tions are obtained with MadLoop [10], which is based
on the OPP reduction method [11] and its implemen-
tation in CutTools [12] and uses the OpenLoop al-
gorithm [13]. The phase-space integration and the can-
cellation of IR divergences in intermediate steps of the
calculation are dealt with by MadFKS [14], which is
based on the FKS subtraction method [15]. Further-
more, we use the complex mass scheme [16, 17], as im-
plemented in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [18], for the
treatment of the widths of heavy resonances. The im-
plementation of the various contributions in the Mad-

Graph5_aMC@NLO program is done in a completely
process-independent way and allows for complete au-
tomation of the calculation with extensively tested algo-
rithms, which minimises the possibility of computational
errors.

FIG. 2: Top quark invariant mass computed by taking the
invariant mass of the positron, electron-neutrino and the jet
containing the b quark, using the same parameters and cuts
as in Ref. [7] for the pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄+X process. The LO
(black solid) and NLO (green dashed) predictions in the 5F
scheme and NLO in the 4F scheme (blue solid) are plotted.
The green dotted lines show the scale uncertainty on the NLO
5F result.

As a further check on the implementation of the various
algorithms in the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO program,
we have compared the results obtained in the 5F scheme
by Denner et al. in Ref. [7] by a 5F scheme calculation ob-
tained within our framework and found excellent agree-
ment. As an example, in Fig. 2 we show the positron–

electron-neutrino–b-jet invariant mass, using exactly the
same cuts and parameters as used in Ref. [7]; thus this
plot can be directly compared to Fig. 16 of that ref-
erence. In the plot, we also present the same observ-
able simulated in the 4F scheme, i.e. the calculation pre-
sented for the first time in this letter. The 4F and 5F
scheme results lie (almost) exactly on top of each other
for Mt < 172GeV, where the shape is dominated by res-
onant contributions (Mt ≃ 172GeV) in which some radi-
ation from the bottom quark is not clustered in the b jet.
The region Mt > 172GeV is more sensitive to the exact
treatment of the (non)-resonant contributions [19], but
also here the differences between 4F and 5F scheme cal-
culation are small and their respective scale uncertainty
bands overlap. (Uncertainty band for the 4F scheme cal-
culation is not shown).

To predict the top induced backgrounds in the H →
WW (∗) → llνν decay channel at the 8 TeV LHC we use
the following parameters. The mass of the top quark
is set to mt = 172GeV, the mass of the bottom quark
is mb = 4.7GeV and the mass of the W and Z bosons
are mW = 80.399GeV and mZ = 91.188GeV. The (in-
verse of the) weak coupling is set to α−1 = 132.35. The
width of the W and Z bosons are ΓW = 2.100GeV and
ΓZ = 2.510GeV, respectively. At LO the top width is set
to ΓLO

t = 1.44GeV and at NLO we use ΓNLO
t = 1.32GeV.

For the description of the partons inside the colliding pro-
tons, the 4F MSTW2008nf4(N)LO PDF sets [20] are used
for the (N)LO calculation. This also defines the numeri-
cal value and running of the strong coupling constant.

We impose the following “Higgs measurement” cuts on
the final state particles, which are are motivated by the
cut-based analysis for the ATLAS measurement of the
Higgs boson in the WW (∗) → llνν decay channel [4]. We
require two charged leptons in the central rapidity region,
|ηl| < 2.4, of which the hardest needs to have a transverse
momentum pleadT > 25 GeV and the other a psubleadT > 15
GeV. The lepton invariant mass should be larger than
mll > 10 GeV. We require exactly one jet with |ηj | < 4.7,
defined using the anti-kT algorithm [21] with ∆R = 0.5
and a minimal transverse energy of Ej

T > 30 GeV, where
ET =

!

m2 + p2T . Furthermore, there should be a size-
able (relative) missing transverse energy Emiss

T,rel > 25

GeV, where Emiss
T,rel = sEmiss

T , with Emiss
T the usual miss-

ing transverse energy and s = sin |∆φclosest|, i.e. the sinus
of the azimuthal separation between the missing trans-
verse momentum vector and the closest charged lepton
or the jet if there is one in the same azimuthal hemi-
sphere. If there is no such object, s = 1. The MC truth
is used to define the missing transverse energy vector as
the (transverse part of the) sum of the two neutrino mo-
menta. Finally, the following H → WW (∗) → lνlν topol-
ogy cuts are applied: the lepton invariant mass should be
smaller than mll < 50 GeV and their azimuthal separa-
tion smaller than |∆φll| < 1.8.
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass of the charged lepton pair for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass mll < 50 GeV.

Due to the complexity of the process, and the
rather involved set of cuts, it is not straight-forward
to define a single hard scale for this process that could
be used as a renormalisation and factorisation scale.
We have therefore chosen a scale that is not very
specific to this process, but should capture well the
general hardness of the kinematics. This central scale
is µ0

R = µ0
F = HT /2, i.e. half the scalar sum of the

transverse energies of all the final state particles/partons
(including the two neutrinos). With this central scale,
NLO corrections are relatively small for both the
inclusive process as well as after applying the cuts
described above. To assess contributions from beyond
NLO we assign an uncertainty to our predictions by
computing the envelope of the results with renormal-
isation and factorisation scales equal to (µR, µF ) =
{(1, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (2, 2), (0.5, 1), (2, 1), (1, 0.5), (1, 2)} ×
(µ0

R, µ
0
F ). These 7 values are obtained at no extra CPU

cost using the reweighting method described in Ref. [22].
In Figs. 3-5 we show the invariant mass of the two

charged leptons (mll), the azimuthal separation of the
two leptons (∆φll) and the transverse mass of the Higgs
boson (mH

T ), respectively. The latter is defined as

mH
T =

!

(Ell
T + Emiss

T )2 − |pll
T +Emiss

T |2, where Ell
T =

!

|pll
T |

2 +m2
ll. The mll and ∆φll variables are used to

define the “Higgs topology” cuts, while the mH
T distri-

bution is used to extract the Higgs signal in the cut-
based analysis by ATLAS [4]. In the plots, results for
the full pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄ + X process at LO (labelled
“WWbb LO”) and NLO (“WWbb NLO”) are presented. Also
shown are the separate LO calculations for top pair pro-
duction (“LO: tt”), W -boson associated single top pro-

FIG. 4: Azimuthal separation of the charged leptons for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass |∆φll| < 1.8.

FIG. 5: Higgs transverse mass for the pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µbb̄+X

process in the 4F scheme, with the Higgs measurement cuts.

duction (“LO: Wt”), b-quark associated llνν production
(“LO: WW”) and their sum (“LO: tt+Wt+WW”). These lat-
ter processes are defined in the narrow width approxima-
tion, i.e. in the LO: tt process we take only diagrams
with two s-channel top quark propagators into account
(e.g. Fig. 1(a)), LO: Wt has only diagrams with one s-
channel top quark propagator (e.g. Fig. 1(b)), while the
LO: WW process has no s-channel top quark propagators
in any of its contributing diagrams (e.g. Fig. 1(c)); all
other parameters are the same as used for the WWbb LO
predictions. The differences between the LO: tt+Wt+WW
and WWbb LO results stem only from interference effects

RF arXiv: 1311.4893
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass of the charged lepton pair for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass mll < 50 GeV.

Due to the complexity of the process, and the
rather involved set of cuts, it is not straight-forward
to define a single hard scale for this process that could
be used as a renormalisation and factorisation scale.
We have therefore chosen a scale that is not very
specific to this process, but should capture well the
general hardness of the kinematics. This central scale
is µ0

R = µ0
F = HT /2, i.e. half the scalar sum of the

transverse energies of all the final state particles/partons
(including the two neutrinos). With this central scale,
NLO corrections are relatively small for both the
inclusive process as well as after applying the cuts
described above. To assess contributions from beyond
NLO we assign an uncertainty to our predictions by
computing the envelope of the results with renormal-
isation and factorisation scales equal to (µR, µF ) =
{(1, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (2, 2), (0.5, 1), (2, 1), (1, 0.5), (1, 2)} ×
(µ0

R, µ
0
F ). These 7 values are obtained at no extra CPU

cost using the reweighting method described in Ref. [22].
In Figs. 3-5 we show the invariant mass of the two

charged leptons (mll), the azimuthal separation of the
two leptons (∆φll) and the transverse mass of the Higgs
boson (mH

T ), respectively. The latter is defined as

mH
T =

!

(Ell
T + Emiss

T )2 − |pll
T +Emiss

T |2, where Ell
T =

!

|pll
T |

2 +m2
ll. The mll and ∆φll variables are used to

define the “Higgs topology” cuts, while the mH
T distri-

bution is used to extract the Higgs signal in the cut-
based analysis by ATLAS [4]. In the plots, results for
the full pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄ + X process at LO (labelled
“WWbb LO”) and NLO (“WWbb NLO”) are presented. Also
shown are the separate LO calculations for top pair pro-
duction (“LO: tt”), W -boson associated single top pro-

FIG. 4: Azimuthal separation of the charged leptons for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass |∆φll| < 1.8.

FIG. 5: Higgs transverse mass for the pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µbb̄+X

process in the 4F scheme, with the Higgs measurement cuts.

duction (“LO: Wt”), b-quark associated llνν production
(“LO: WW”) and their sum (“LO: tt+Wt+WW”). These lat-
ter processes are defined in the narrow width approxima-
tion, i.e. in the LO: tt process we take only diagrams
with two s-channel top quark propagators into account
(e.g. Fig. 1(a)), LO: Wt has only diagrams with one s-
channel top quark propagator (e.g. Fig. 1(b)), while the
LO: WW process has no s-channel top quark propagators
in any of its contributing diagrams (e.g. Fig. 1(c)); all
other parameters are the same as used for the WWbb LO
predictions. The differences between the LO: tt+Wt+WW
and WWbb LO results stem only from interference effects
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass of the charged lepton pair for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass mll < 50 GeV.

Due to the complexity of the process, and the
rather involved set of cuts, it is not straight-forward
to define a single hard scale for this process that could
be used as a renormalisation and factorisation scale.
We have therefore chosen a scale that is not very
specific to this process, but should capture well the
general hardness of the kinematics. This central scale
is µ0

R = µ0
F = HT /2, i.e. half the scalar sum of the

transverse energies of all the final state particles/partons
(including the two neutrinos). With this central scale,
NLO corrections are relatively small for both the
inclusive process as well as after applying the cuts
described above. To assess contributions from beyond
NLO we assign an uncertainty to our predictions by
computing the envelope of the results with renormal-
isation and factorisation scales equal to (µR, µF ) =
{(1, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (2, 2), (0.5, 1), (2, 1), (1, 0.5), (1, 2)} ×
(µ0

R, µ
0
F ). These 7 values are obtained at no extra CPU

cost using the reweighting method described in Ref. [22].
In Figs. 3-5 we show the invariant mass of the two

charged leptons (mll), the azimuthal separation of the
two leptons (∆φll) and the transverse mass of the Higgs
boson (mH

T ), respectively. The latter is defined as
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T =
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2 +m2
ll. The mll and ∆φll variables are used to

define the “Higgs topology” cuts, while the mH
T distri-

bution is used to extract the Higgs signal in the cut-
based analysis by ATLAS [4]. In the plots, results for
the full pp → e+νeµ−ν̄µbb̄ + X process at LO (labelled
“WWbb LO”) and NLO (“WWbb NLO”) are presented. Also
shown are the separate LO calculations for top pair pro-
duction (“LO: tt”), W -boson associated single top pro-

FIG. 4: Azimuthal separation of the charged leptons for the
pp → e+νeµ

−ν̄µbb̄ + X process in the 4F scheme, with the
Higgs measurement cuts, apart from the cut on the charged
lepton invariant mass |∆φll| < 1.8.

FIG. 5: Higgs transverse mass for the pp → e+νeµ
−ν̄µbb̄+X

process in the 4F scheme, with the Higgs measurement cuts.

duction (“LO: Wt”), b-quark associated llνν production
(“LO: WW”) and their sum (“LO: tt+Wt+WW”). These lat-
ter processes are defined in the narrow width approxima-
tion, i.e. in the LO: tt process we take only diagrams
with two s-channel top quark propagators into account
(e.g. Fig. 1(a)), LO: Wt has only diagrams with one s-
channel top quark propagator (e.g. Fig. 1(b)), while the
LO: WW process has no s-channel top quark propagators
in any of its contributing diagrams (e.g. Fig. 1(c)); all
other parameters are the same as used for the WWbb LO
predictions. The differences between the LO: tt+Wt+WW
and WWbb LO results stem only from interference effects
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Results

With these Higgs search cuts, the full WbWb consists roughly of	


ttbar ~ 80%, Wt ~ 20 %, WW ~ 1%	


The interference effects are smaller than the NLO corrections: 
no flat K-factor	


Could have an impact on extrapolating data from control 
regions to signal regions. 
[The region with mll>80 GeV is used as a control sample in the Atlas analysis]	


Differences are all within the NLO scale uncertainties, which 
are rather large 
[It’s not so much the jet-veto alone the enhances the scale uncertainties, but 
rather all the cuts combined]
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Matching to the parton 
shower

To make the NLO WbWb corrections really useful for 
experimentalists, and to assess their impact on the Higgs search,  
matching to the parton shower is a must	


In particular for a better description/definition of b-flavoured jets	


To generate (unweighted) events that can be matched to a parton 
shower there are a couple of issues that need to be understood	


Double counting with radiation from the top quark: no MC counter 
terms are included for these, while the shower will generate 
radiation from the top quarks	


Phase-space integration is too inefficient to generate unweighted 
events in a reasonable amount of time: our FKS mapping from 
events to counter-events does not leave the top quark invariant mass 
fixed
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Conclusions

NLO to the full pp -> e+νeµ-vµbb with massive b-quarks is possible with 
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO; matching to the parton shower is not	


The NLO corrections might have an impact on the H->WW search, 
although without matching to the parton shower its difficult to quantify this	


This calculation makes the separation between Wt and ttbar no longer 
needed: both are part of the same process	


Things like |Vtb| extraction from Wt production should not be pursued…	


WbWb also includes some contributions to WW production. One needs to 
explicitly remove double counting between WbWb  and WW production 
with a b pair produced by the shower	


Top width measurement (assuming on-shell W-bosons)? using the method 
by Fabrizio [Caola & Melnikov arXiv:1307.4935] that is already used for the Higgs
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